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The ballator. A proposal for election of members in General Assembly, by way of
ballot

The BALLATOR.

Proposal for Election of Members in General Assembly, by Way of Ballot: Or, An effectual Method of
regulating ELECTIONS.

Brother Elector, New-York, March 7, 1768.

— We have been perfectly buffetted (Foot-Ball like) from Side to Side, by the late Writers, about
Electioneering, — probably, too much to be good, or even understood,— leaving us in a high Maze, or
Confusion of Thought, before we had got half Way through theWilderness. But, This you may read off
Hand, and perfectly understand.—The greatest Part, I confess, is from a Pamphlet published in Queen
Anne' s Reign, entitled, The Patriot's Proposal to the People of England concerning the Ballot; which
had its desired Effect:—But I have altered some Phrases, the better to suit the present Occasion, in New-
York.

The HINT given, is, That as the People can never hope to find any Redress of a Grievance about
Elections, from a House not truly representing them;—

It is therefore proposed, as a most necessary Advice for the common Good, That some secure Method
be speedily taken, whereby every Man that Votes may give his Vote entirely free for the Person or
Persons he thinks in his Conscience fittest, or most for the common Interest to be chosen; and
whereby no Man can procure himself elected, but by meriting the good Opinion of the People,
whose Right it is to chuse him.

Now this Freedom can never be where any Man can possibly be either aw'd or brib'd out of his Vote.

But there is one Way, and we think but one, whereby every Man, tho' never so dependent, bribed or
awed, may nevertheless give his Vote free, without regard to the Pleasure or Displeasure of any Man,
and whereby no Man can by any unfair Means possibly get himself elected.

This effectual, this necessary and easy Method of Election is the Ballot, the equitable Ballot; a Thing
most practicable and expeditious when once understood; a thing that none can oppose, but he will
at the same time declare himself either ignorant thereof, of an Enemy to a Piece of Justice and Equity
of the greatest Benefit to the Nation, and consequently that he is no Friend to the good People of
England.
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Tell us, in the first Place, Whether any thing can be so dangerous to the Liberties and Properties of the
People of England, as a bad House of Commons; or how any thing else, according to human Reason,
can be capable of ruining them?

Will not all the Attempts of others against them be in vain, if those who make their Laws, and hold
their Pursestrings for them, be but faithful? But if these Men are not trusty, or have some other
Designs than the Good of the People that sent them (as all that unfairly get themselves elected must
be thought to have) will they not be most dangerous, as capable of making such Laws that are not
for the common good, or effectual to that End, and of abusing the Strength, that is, the Money of the
People, against the true Intents of their Willingness to part with it?—

But perhaps Example will rather persuade.

We might propose the Examples of certain States, and particularly of Venice, who are by the Use of
the Ballot, as free as possible from Factions, Animosities, Tumults, &c. but we are not indeed very apt
to imitate other Nations except in Folly: But the Ballot is practised already in several parts of America,
particularly Philadelphia.

It has been used by the House of Lords, the Patriots of the People. It is now used in the East-India
Companies, Joint Stocks, African Company, Bank of England, Shares, Million Bank, Debentures,
Sword Blades, and Apothecaries Companies; and shall the People refuse a Thing, so necessary, so
beneficial, so just, so easy, when there is nothing else can help them to get a freely elected House of
Representatives, and a freely elected House of Representatives is so very necessary.?

The Ballot we say is the only thing can help them; and as it is most easy, expeditious and just, it may
be brought in use when and where they please. It needs no Act of Assembly to enforce it, or put it
in Practice; nor is ever like to be enacted (tho' that would be most desirable) by a House NOT first
thereby elected. But the People may take it up if they please, none can hinder them; there is no
House of Representatives now sitting to send them to Jail, or take them in Custody of a Serjeant at
Arms.

We cannot suppose the People can value a little Drink more than their Birth-rights, or that they are
ignorant that they have often paid dear enough for a drunken Bout or two with their Votes, that they
should be so fond of an old Custom, as not to let it go for the greatest Advantage.

The Ballot consists of two Parts; First, The proposing of Persons to be chosen.

Secondly, The Choice or Election of them.
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The one is determined by the Lot. The other by the Vote or Suffrage. The Lot prevents all procuring
of Votes, except by getting the Love of the People. The Suffrage, as given by the Ballot, prevents all
Inconveniences that might otherwise attend a Person on the Account of his having voted to the
Pleasure or Displeasure of any, Leaving it a Secret with himself whom he votes for, or against.

Note. —Write the Names of the Candidates you are for, on Slips of Paper, rolling them up, and
putting them in a Box; after which, an indifferent Person takes them out one by one, and upon
reading their Names, another takes down the Number of Votes; and he who has the most, is
declared duly elected. To make the shorter Work, you must declare your Right to vote, either as a
Freeholder, or Freeman.

Ballot, Ballot, Ballot, Bring in your Ballots.

New York.— Broadside 1768. The Ballator. Proposal for Election of Members in General Assembly, by
the Way of Ballot; Or, an effectual Method of Regulating Elections. Small Folio, (upper left corner torn
and other slight breaks.

New York, March 7th, 1768. $ 38.50

This broadside is a plea for an equitable ballot, so that the people might be properly represented. To
prevent bribery or intimidation. A secret ballot is proposed. This method of balloting, known as the
Australian system was not adopted in this country until a hundred years after the plea made in the
present broadside. — Unknown to Evans.
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Broadside, 1768. The Ballator. Proposal for Election of Members in General Assembly, by the Way of
Ballot: Or, an effectual Method of Regulating Elections. New York, March 7, 1768. Small folio, (upper
left corner town and other slight breaks). (New York, 1768).

This broadside is a plea for an equitable ballot, so that the people might be properly represented. To
prevent bribery or intimidation. A secret ballot is proposed. This method of balloting, known as the
Australian system was not adopted in this country until a hundred years after the plea made in the
present Broadside. Unknown to Evans.
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